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ESOL Employability with IT Pilot Results 

There is a clear disconnect between minority ethnic young people needs and the service they 

actually receive in the city. Practical assistance writing CVs, carrying out job search, completing job 

application forms, participating in work experience, guidance on using official Universal Jobsmatch 

website are often not met. What they received was often a referral to a third party such as The 

Princes Trust or Jobfit to complete short courses with few benefits. What is actually needed is 

specific interventions that addresses identified needs. 

The need for specific intervention to address BME exclusion from the labour market began in 2011 

following discussions with service providers, consultation with BME community organisations and 

two pilot projects specifically designed to address the levels of worklessness in the ECB area which is 

densely packed with BME communities: Barton Hill and Lawrence Hill (55%), St Jude's (32%), St 

Pauls, Cabot Ward (36%) and the areas around Stapleton Road and Easton Road (38%). The number 

of Muslims in the area is five times the city average and Lawrence Hill has the highest number of 

Somali residents outside London. The city also has a large Polish population. 

Recent meetings with DWP, Job Centre Plus and SEETEC highlight the need for targeted 

interventions to address BAME labour market gap.  
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ABOUT THE PILOT 
This pilot flagship project was designed and delivered to 34 minority ethnic clients in partnership 

with SEETEC (DWP Work Programme Contractor in 2013). 17 Somali and 17 young Polish people 

were mandatory placed on the pilot project. Despite opposition at the beginning of the pilot once 

participants began the journey they settled quickly. The challenges were around the fact that the 

pilot was mandatory.  

The pilot was highly successful with participants meeting set targets (CHART 1 below).  

 

From the 34 participants 56% (n19) are in full time employment and remain in these jobs for more 6 

months follow up; 9% (n3) in part time work; 12% (n4) went onto further education (FE)6% ( 2) 

trainee apprentices and 17% (n6)  are still NEETs.  The client exit reviews showed PSE to be 

“excellent”. The pilot was also praised as successful by SEETEC and JC+. 

The ESOL Employability with IT Pilot consisted of two strands  
 
STRAND 1 
The Employability Skills course was made-up of transferable skills needed by an individual to make 
them ‘employable’. These skills are generic and can be applied in any industry. The course focus on 
10 small specific units including: individual skills and experiences; transferable skills; confidence 
building; job market; problem solving; effective communicating, stress in the working environment, 
CV writing and applying technology, all geared towards finding and sustaining employment in an 
effective and proactive manner. Course sessions were interactive with emphasis on question and 
answers using real life situations. The use of physical drama and multimedia allows participants to 
react to scenarios relevant within the working environment. 
 
STRAND 2  
Work Placements were arranged for all participants following the training. Placements in an industry 
of participants choosing lasted up to 3 months. Work placements are a great way for participants to 
impress future employers, gain excellent first-hand experience, get good references and boost self- 
confidence. PSE arranged placements through its membership networks of 672 organisations from 
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CHART 1: ESOL Employability with IT Pilot  

F/T Employment P/T Employment F/E Apprenticeships NEETs
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voluntary, private and public sectors as well as utilise its membership of the Bristol Chamber of 
Commerce with over 10,000 businesses and Federation of Small Businesses also with a large 
business membership base of over 30,000 small businesses.  
 
CASE STUDIES 
Below are three case studies 
 
Case Study I  
Yakub Hussein; 23, was unemployed for 2 years. Within that time he had been on several courses 
with service providers. His attitude towards the PSE course on induction day was “I will not learn 
anything new, I just want a job”. Within the first week of completing a “Hopes and Aspirations 
Memap", Yakub requested a meeting with PSE, Director. He explained:  “I would like to say thanks 
for opening my eyes”. It turned out that Yakub was always good with his hands and problem solving. 
He actually wanted to be a motor mechanic but didn’t know how to get started. Meetings with 
several service providers and attending many training courses shattered his ambition of ever finding 
work in the motor mechanic trade. Armed with a CV, ‘know how’ and positive attitude Yakub was 
focused in achieving his goal. When a placement was found for him he responded, “I will work so 
hard, I will learn and become a good mechanic”. Yakub is now on a car mechanics course at Bristol 
City College and working 2 days a week in a car repairs company in St Pauls Bristol. 
 
Case Study II 
 Abdikarim Mohamed, 34 years was an Engineer in Somalia. His English language skills were at a 
good level when he joined the pilot but he was lacking in IT skills and self-esteem. With much 
encouragement, quality training and 1-1 support Abdikarim was successful in getting a job at the 
Royal Mail. On commenting on his progression Abdkarim said: “I cannot get this help from other 
service providers, they are too busy and it is hard to get appointment”. Abdikarim was still working 
at the Royal Mail 6-months following the end of his training and work placement . 
 
Case Study III 
 Agnieszka Mazur, 23, Polish origin, unemployed at the beginning of the pilot training and work 
placement. She had a Diploma in Hairdressing and since she has been in the UK she had several 
casual cleaning jobs but want to be an hairdresser but lacked preferred industry related experience.  
"I've only manage to get cleaning jobs, I have to work, I'm a single parent. Training providers don't 
understand my needs". Agnieszka carried out her work placement with Georgian's Hair Solon in 
Stapleton Road, Bristol, who now employs her. 
 
 
 
 


